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Wild Talents is a superhero role-playing game published by Arc Dream Publishing and written by Dennis Detwiller, with
Greg Stolze, Kenneth Hite, and Shane Ivey, with illustrations by Christopher Shy, Sam Araya, and Todd Shearer.

Superhero might not be the right word though - it presented a gritty world where being superpowered was no
guarantee of your survival. For most "talents" a bullet to the head could kill you as easily as any other soldier.
Even if you were armored that armor was dependent on your willpower. If your will failed you, your armor
would too. The game found its way to Arc Dream. Unable to find the book at home and seeing the bag I had it
in was opened and had been leaning against a car door the next day I asked the daycare if they found a book in
the parking lot. They confessed a very odd book had been found in the parking lot. It was snowed on and
driven over and survived remarkably intact. ORE is a "bucket of dice" game where you roll anywhere between
one and ten dice when you are performing a task. What you are trying to do is get matches. You might see a
problem with one die Generally speaking, higher matched die rolls indicate better quality, this is referred to as
the height. On the other hand, the more matches in a set, the faster an action is performed, this is referred to as
the width. So if you roll six dice always d10s and get 1, 4, 4, 4, 5, and 6 your fours represent a success - a
width of 3 and a height of 4 or, in ORE terms, 3x4. Suppose in the same scenario you roll 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, In this
case you actually have two successes - 4x1 or 2x The answer is dependent on what you are trying to do. In
combat, the 4x1 almost certainly will be the first action but will represent a shot to a limb while the 2x10 will
represent a head-shot. So it depends on what it is you are looking for - speed or quality. The neat thing about
this system is everything you do in a round is determined by one die roll. It serves as your initiative, your
chance to hit, your damage. Now normal folks only get to use regular ten-sided dice. But there are two special
kinds of dice the superpowered folks might have access to. Every Hard Die is treated as a ten. With two you
are pretty much guaranteed of success. However they lack finesse. You decided what they are after you roll.
One Wiggle Die with any other die guarantees a success. Now you probably want your character to be, well,
super. But you might be able to justify a Wiggle Die given your extreme training and adaptability. Rules are
given to make your own powers, or "miracles". There is also a selection of predesigned miracles in the miracle
cafeteria section of the game. There tends to be a lot of ways to accomplish the same thing so the game
expects a fair amount of give and take between players and GM to build characters. You can, for example,
define how much super-beings influence history. The Marvel and DC Earths, for example, look an awful lot
like our own history despite alien invasions and the like. On the other hand, the world of Watchmen begins
diverging from our own, starting with the Minuteman and even more so after the arrival of Dr. Another axis
defines morality. Is it a black and white world like the Silver Age where good and evil are easily determined?
Is it a world of grays? One where it is impossible to judge who is right or wrong. The weirdness of the world
represents a third axis. Beyond the impact super-beings have on history, how odd is the world? Are the
citizens used to Atlantean Invasions? Or does the appearance of a flying man shock them? Another
consideration for axes of design is what roll do super-beings play? Are they expected to line up as heroes and
villains? As far as my impressions of the game go I will say it is a game with a bit of learning curve. It does
things a bit differently from other games - for example everyone rolling at once requires some careful
record-keeping for a declaration phase - computerized tools make life much easier, especially in battles with a
lot of combatants thought the game does have mook rules. One thing that has caused me issues is the fact that
the game assumes no one is trying to break the game. You know how some parents begin sentences with "I
love my kids but Well I love my players but I do have some that really enjoy seeing what they can do within
the boundaries of the rules. Or at the very least, "yes, but For example I had a player who wanted to be
excellent at unarmed combat. But I would advise carefully setting up the ground rules of character generation
at the start and carefully working with players to realize characters. What does it work best for? Ramping
down to a Silver Age is doable but I suspect that there might be better engines for that. Note - this review was
a little more freeform than some of my previous ones - I may well revisit this, especially if I find myself
playing Wild Talents again in the future.
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2: RPG Review: Wild Talents
Arc Dream Publishing's superhero RPG Wild Talents has always been about the gamers who love our work. It's built to
allow you to create not just an infinite.

If you would like help with Pathfinder player options not covered here, please email me and I am happy to
provide additional assistance. I will use the color coding scheme which has become common among
Pathfinder build handbooks. Also note that many colored items are also links to the Paizo SRD. Bad, useless
options, or options which are extremely situational. OK options, or useful options that only apply in rare
circumstances Green: Fantastic options, often essential to the function of your character. Paizo has recently
discontinued support of their official SRD. If you encounter any links which still point to the old SRD, please
email me so that I can correct them. I also recently added a page explaining my supported content which you
may find helpful. These talents are the tools in your toolbox. You want a diverse set of talents to handle a
variety of challenges, but you also want enough talents to keep your blasts useful and interesting. This
breakdown follows the format of the class description for easy reference. Kinetic Blasts Your choices of blasts
are extremely limited. The choice between an energy blast and physical blast is an important strategic choice.
You can choose among any of the three physical damage types, allowing you to bypass many forms of damage
reduction with ease. The least commonly resisted type of energy blast. Fire is the most commonly resisted
type of energy damage. The most complex of kinetic blasts. The basic usage is functionally identical to Earth
Blast except that you need to launch a pre-existing object oh look, convenient rocks on the ground. The
complex usage of the blast involves real weapons. However, this method is largely useless. It allows you to
use the special properties of weapons, which could be helpful for bypassing DR, but by the time this would be
useful you will deal more damage using the basic version of the blast and suffering the damage reduction.
Essentially identical to air blast, but with water. However, most composite blasts also have a Burn cost.
Unfortunately, almost all of the composite blasts are physical, so your options are extremely limited if you
want to stick to reliable ranged touch attacks. Some of the blasts do multiple damage types like Blizzard Blast
dealing cold and piercing. Since this damage is split between the two types, you may suffer twice as many
issues with damage reduction and energy resistance. The bonus damage is far too small to justify two points of
burn. Even when you get the 15th-level advancement, the Burn cost may still be too high to justify using this
frequently. Half cold, half piercing. Blue Flame Blast Sp: Charged Water Blast Sp: Half bludgeoning, half
electricity. Force damage is amazing, but this only does as much damage as a basic blast. You need the extra
damage output more than you need to be able to hit ghosts. Identical to Blizzard Blast, but more damage. Half
bludgeoning, half fire. Any of the three physical damage types. Functionally identical to Magma Blast.
Functionally identical to Charged Water Blast. Once you pick up Wings of Air this becomes very useful. Of
course, this offers no protection against melee attacks and non-ray spells. Flesh of Stone Su: Even better than
normal temporary hit points, and they regenerate fast enough that you can easily recover all of them between
fights without needing to waste Burn to accelerate the recharge rate. You can also rapidly refill the pool any
time you accept Burn, so you can reliably get through an entire day without taking a serious amount of actual
damage provided that you manage your bubble well. You should be avoiding being hit, and you should
probably never be grappling. Shroud of Water Su: Pick the shield option. The armor bonus option can be
easily and inexpensively replicated with a modestly enhanced chain shirt, and you can massively outpace the
bonus if you pick up heavier armor. Infusion Wild Talents Infusions are what make your blasts interesting.
Remember that you can combine one form infusion with one substance infusion, though the Burn cost for
doing so many be difficult until you have Infusion Specialization. This section is organized by effective spell
level to help selecting the best options at each spell level. Remember that Infusions may be limited to certain
elements, and they only work with the specified "Associated Blasts", so your options may be more limited
than you think. Spell Level 1 Burning Infusion: An excellent boost to your damage output, especially at low
levels, setting a creature on fire can be a death sentence. The target is forced to waste a turn extinguishing
itself only for you to set it on fire again the next turn, or it can continue to slowly burn to death. A fantastic
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way to overcome damage resistances if you went for energy blasts. On top of that, you get a free point of Burn
to spend on the following turn. Combined with Gather Power you could get two free points of Burn on the
following turn, or 4 once you pick up Supercharge. As a class focused very heavily on ranged combat,
additional range is excellent. When you have the space, stay as far away as you can manage. Use Gather
Power to offset the Burn cost and wear your foes down from afar. If you pick this infusion, retrain it as soon as
possible. You can make a full attack, potentially allowing you to apply your blast multiple times in one turn.
Kinetic Fist provides additional damage on top of your unarmed strike damage. If you want to use this, take
the Elemental Ascetic archetype. Spell Level 2 Bowling Infusion: An excellent crowd-control effect with a
good duration, especially if you combine it with a Form infusion that makes your blast an AOE. Spell Level 3
Eruption: The AOE is excellent, but the damage is halved for physical blasts. Fights rarely take place at
distances great enough that this will be useful. The Burn cost is low enough that with Infusion Specialization 1
and Gather Power you can use this every round at no Burn cost. Do not combine this with Composite Blasts:
This is a hard infusion to use. Damage two targets, knock one of them prone and reposition it. This can be
very powerful if your clever. However, it allows a save and requires an attack roll so you have two chances to
fail, and if you miss the attack roll the target has a lot of flexibility to position themselves. Melee is very hard
for kineticists, but this is a great way to move around. Functinally a line AOE, but you need to successfully
attack and damage everything in the line to get the full effect. By the time you can pick it up, you have
Infusion Specialization 2 so the Burn cost is negligible, allowing you to make full attacks with two attacks at
no Burn cost. The bonus is untyped, too. This both increases your per-round damage output and provides a
small area denial effect. However, it has some strict limitations. Your default usage should be to create a
Mobile Blast based on your Basic Blast and walk around with it all day. If you have a good reason to do so,
spend some Burn to throw a Substance Infusion onto your Mobile Blast and use it for a few rounds. Critical
for melee kineticists and for physical blast users. Amusing, but too situational. Unlike Impale, this is a real
line effect. However, it deals half damage with physical blasts, so physical blast users may want to use Impale
instead. Spell Level 4 Cyclone: Half damage, and you need to be really close to multiple enemies for this to be
appealing. Blinding an enemy is massively crippling. By the level you get this, you can use Gather Power and
Infusion Specialist to reduce the Burn cost to 0, allowing you to use this every round. A foot cone is
considerably more manageable than the foot cone allowed by Fan of Flames. Spell Level 5 Chain: Nothing
about the blast rules dictates that your targets need to be creatures, so if you need to bridge a gap wider than 30
feet you can target a square or object in the intervening space and "bounce" the chain closer to the target at the
expense of a die of damage. A fantastic debuff for enemies that rely on full attacks, but often worthless against
enemies that rely on spells or special abilities. This is fantastic, though very difficult to use. Grappling the
target would also allow you to plant Mobile Blast on top of them for easy damage.
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publisher blurb When super-powered Talents appeared during World War II, no one suspected it was only the first
faltering steps of the human mind freed from the prison of reality.

Wild Talents is a roleplaying game from Arc Dream Publishing. The heart of the game mechanics is the One
Roll Engine , which is based around resolving actions in a single roll. One attack roll, for instance, will tell
you if you hit, where you hit, and how hard and fast you hit. There is a great deal of emphasis on flexibility
and customization. There are loads of optional rules for streamlining the rules, adding complexity, or lowering
or raising the lethality of combatâ€”the latter in particular, as the basic game is extremely lethal. The most
impressive feature is the extensive and wide-open superpower creation rules, allowing for complex or unusual
supernatural abilities expressed in a simple fashion. You first buy your Archetype, which is composed of a
Source and Permission. Sources are where you get your powers from, Permissions are what you can do. After
that, you can buy Hyperstats for super-strength, super-intelligence, etc. Miracles are built on three
qualitiesâ€”Attacks, Defends, and Useful. Each represents one way a power can be used. Add Extras, Flaws,
and you get the cost per die. Contrariwise, after WWII, history goes Off the Rails with dramatic ferocity,
creating an elaborate hi-tech Alternate History full of heroes, villains, the uncanny, and the all-too-human,
described in loving and elaborate detail. Definitely worth a look. The base rules are only 10 bucks 5 for a. The
core game contains examples of: Some of the sample characters are designed to evoke famous superheroes.
Also Invoked in a wayâ€”Superman is indirectly credited for the large number of Flying Bricks. The backbone
of each setting. Via the Peak Performer archetype, these are people with Batman-level Willpower and
hyperskills out the wazoo. A possible theme, and witnessed in Progenitor. Blue and Orange Morality: Both of
the two alien species in World Gone Mad are examples of this. The Builders go around destroying planets in
the name of "organizing" the universe. The Fish, if anything, are even stranger: Brought Down to Normal:
Run out of Willpower and your Talents become unreliable. Get smacked with a permanent nullify power and
pray you have enough Willpower to save your ass. By the Power of Grayskull! A common trick is to Attach
all of your powers to a cheap "transform into a superhero" power. One sample character is a kid whose parents
were killed during a Talent altercation, and who subsequently trained himself to insane levels. Naturally, this
technically makes him a Talent. Present and accounted for, though their fates or personalities are rarely
pleasant. As with any source, it can be combined with any permission, so yes, you can train yourself to hurl
fireballs or fly. Left as an exercise for the game master and players. The authors openly admit that game
balance depends on the players and GM working together and making sure their characters synch up well with
the challenges. One of the core themes of the game, reinforced by its mechanics. To maintain your Willpower,
you have to stand up for what you believe in. Comes in Shock and Killing flavors. Shock is the damage of
punches, clubs, and Tasers; killing the damage of knives and axes; and guns, explosives, and other powerful
attacks including superpowers, by default deal Shock and Killing damage at once. This means a regular 2x10
shot to the head with a pistol will instantly drop an unarmored human; a 2x10 result with a rifle or shotgun is
instantly lethal. It also comes in thematic typing. The fuel behind supernatural abilities. Bottom out and your
powers start to falter. Build it back up by conquering your foes, overcoming your inner demons, and being
awesome. Averted and played straight simultaneously. Played straight in that the only significant advantage in
being, say, a half-demon half-dragon cyborg wolf vampire Saiyan would be resistance to Nullify powers. I
Believe I Can Fly: Flight tends to be a common power both in-setting and at the table. Flight is a very
inexpensive and useful power. For some reason, the immediate global response to an approaching alien attack
is massive rioting. The Builder attack ended up being thwarted with relative ease, but the public reaction to the
threat was so destructive there might as well have been an invasion. Because of the prior event, it was decided
that the war against the Fish would be kept secret. The end result was a severely reduced global Talent
population and the First World ruining its own reputation when United Trade failed to uplift the Third World
as promised. I Love Nuclear Power: Just to show what you can do. Note that you can buy two hard dice of that
power as a standard point character. Or you could use it to defuse every nuclear warhead on the planet. Or all
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the nuclear power plants In Spite of a Nail: The World Gone Mad setting plays with this trope. For example,
during the Kennedy administration, an international incident threatens to spark a war with the Soviet Union
and bring about The End of the World as We Know It. The incident centers around Lebanon, and happens in
Similarly, Vice President Al Gore serves in an administration that is rocked by scandal in its later years, and
loses the subsequent presidential election. This happens in the s, and the scandal is that President Bob Kerrey
kept a war with extraterrestrials secret from the American public. A disadvantage you can take, and one of
only a few that lowers your point total. Linear Warriors, Quadratic Wizards: A brawler can be just as deadly as
a magician, just in a different way. Notably, you can buy one die of Brawl hyperskill and load it up with
Extras much more cheaply than lumping them all onto your Body stat. The Aces power from the Miracle
Cafeteria. Notable in that it requires willpower to work. With the Minions and Sidekick powers, perfectly
doable! Quite friendly to it, and a guide to basic min-maxing is included after the power creation rules. New
Powers as the Plot Demands: Be careful not to deal too much Shock, though. Sometimes yes, sometimes no,
and sometimes changing with the setting. Later on, however, costumed vigilantes start making their presence
known, in part because the average Talent became much sturdier. In eCollapse, the difference between having
a costume and not having a costume is the difference between being a superhero and being a crazy person with
illegal biological upgrades An elaborate one at that. When you run out of willpower, this happens. Your
powers still function, just at half strength and without any bonus dice. Reed Richards Is Useless: Taken out
back and shot. World Gone Mad plays this somewhat straight with Gadgeteers, whose physics-defying
"Gadgets" are impossible to mass produce, and thus have limited impact on the world. Nevertheless, the
existence of Hyperbrains means various real-world technologies are developed sooner, such as the first
personal computer the "Xerox Home Office" appearing in Sliding Scale of Idealism vs. A mind-reader
permanently scarred by Joe Mc Carthy. The alien who crash-landed at Roswell. A crazy guy dressed like a
Minuteman who can manipulate luck and enjoys Offscreen Teleportation. This game is designed to foster and
nurture bizarro heroes. Encouraged by the rules. Lack of it is occasionally mocked or highlighted in-text;
Progenitor includes stat blocks for "Zippermen" its version of the flying brick at every level of power.
Touched on in several settings. Extremely literal in Progenitor, where one woman gained Manhattan-level
superpowers by obscene cosmic accident, and ten other people randomly obtained a fragment of her power,
who then passed it on to one hundred others, and so on, with the closer you are to the source the more
powerful you are. A viable option at low levels, when buying up blasting powers can be pricey. At higher
levels, you only have nukes to turn to for bigger firepower. Outside of the lower-power settings, an
inevitability. Some do so gradually, like Wild Talents; others erupt with little forewarning, like The Cerberus
Club. Status Quo Is God:
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4: Wild Talents Essential Edition
Wild Talents is one of the best task-resolution based superhero rpgs on the market today. It is set up to handle nearly
any power. And with the skill rules in its Kerberos Club supplement, any skill as well.

The game was released by Arc Dream Publishing in ORE is intuitive and simple once you learn a few
notation conventions, but might seem arcane to the beginner. The game requires a player to roll a dice pool of
d10 dice, just like the Storyteller System used by White Wolf Games. Since all dice rolled ar d10s, the number
of dice rolled become the key figure and so notations place the number of dice first, so a 5d stands for 5 d10s
rolled. These matches indicate not only whether an action is a success or how successful the action is , but also
how fast the action occurs. When recording or discussing your rolls, you record the width first and the height
second. Since you might have multiple matches, the player rolling chooses which result to use. This book not
only discusses the system above in greater detail, but also covers important concepts like wiggle dice, hard
dice, and willpower. The game system is somewhat different than the Godlike system, to indicate the
evolution of power in the years after the Second World War. The local cops are out for blood. White Knights,
Black Knights includes 6 pre-generated characters for beginning players: The Red Shore Six. Greg Stolze
designed the unique resolution system for Reign, which takes the action from the personal, singular, and
tactical level all the way to the international, organization, and strategic level. In the Reign RPG, you play
monarchs, merchants, and mercenary captains who play on the grandest levels, deciding the fate of nations by
controlling armies and vast treasuries. Grim War allows you to do the same thing in Wild Talents,
manipulating government agencies, crime syndicates, polilican action groups, and whole superteams in a
struggle of intrigue and influence. The Smear of Destiny lets you use cards to simulate player interaction. In
this setting, the future has gone to pot. The economy is trash, the Internet is hit-or-miss, civil order is shaky,
and superpowers can be bought. In this case, you take the superhero action into Victorian England. Kerberos
Club was nominated for an ENnie for best writing. This Favored Land This Favored Land takes the action
even further back into the past and lets you play superpowered characters during the War Between the States:
Other than that, how many superhero role-playing games give you the chance to get embroiled in the time of
President Lincoln and Generals Lee and Grant? Progenitor Progenitor is a product by Greg Stolze that covers
the world of from to , with all sorts of weird twists in-between. This book is nearly pages long and offers a lot
of interesting ideas, non-player characters, and counter-factual history. Greg Stolze has written a lot of RPG
material, but I got the idea he enjoyed putting together this book. Once you get over a few terms that could be
presented a little better, the One-Role Engine works beautifully for the game.
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5: Sell me on Wild Talents : rpg
Layflat Wild Talents is a One Roll Engine campaign Hosted by Hahnsoo. It's Godlike! It's Wild Talents! It's both! Our
Other4 campaign is a gritty Supers campaign that takes place during the beginning of World War II.

Tweet Hello fellow gamer geeks! Damn you Charlie Sheen for ruining that great alliteration. If anyone has
any catchy title ideas for my posts, let me know. It is a system specifically designed as a superhero RPG. Arc
Dream Publishing released it in December of This is my n00b friendly review of that system. This is not a
player guide! You do not need to know how to play the game to comprehend this review. A complete
explanation of how to play can be found on the Arc Dream website. If you are interested in the system after
reading this blog post, check that outâ€¦ or buy the damn game. The Essentials Edition is all you need to create
and play a Wild Talents game! It includes the very basic character creation and play mechanics. Wild Talents
does have a pre-designed setting and adventures too. Information on them is not included in the Essentials
Edition, so the cost goes up a bit. There is no Kindle version. Again, this is the only book you will need to run
a game. This book is hardcover and has full color artwork inside. With some work you could use the
mechanics to create any type of game, although why reinvent the wheel when there are tons of great systems
out there for other genres? The feel of a Wild Talents game is easily customized by point limits. The books
give lots of tips about designing the feel of the game you want. There seems to be plenty to choose from for
Wild Talents. This Favored Land is a sourcebook that sets up the appearance of supers during the Civil War.
There are other sourcebooks for Victorian London settings and modern games that include sorcerers and the
occult. I have not played in any of these settings, but I love the variety. It seems like there is something for
everyone. If you can dream up a super power, you can make it in Wild Talents. The books have a good bank
of pre-generated powers to select from and include point costs and which dice to roll. Creating powers gets a
little complicated. You can get any powers you want, but it takes a little work. Really this system needs two
scores for ease. One for if you design your PC from the pre-generated power bank and another for if you get
your hands dirty and create your own powers. Creating a character with the pre-gen powers is a no brainer. If
you create your own powers you will spend more time and brainpower and money on beer , but you might
come up with something really unique and amazing. It adds complexity to character creation, so it lost a point
there. Wild Talents also lost a point in Ease because of how difficult it can be to keep the game balanced. If
you are having your players create their own characters, check them before you play. Our game had some of
the fastest combat rounds I have seen, and the players were actually MORE interactive than with other game
systems. Everyone is listening and paying attention because what other players say might change what you do.
After that, everyone rolls their dice at the same time. The dice then determine who beat whom, succeeded,
failed, etc. Very fast, interactive and fun for most groups. The dice mechanics seem more complicated than
they actually are. There are multiple types of dice and each drastically changes the power of a roll. I suggest
everyone learn while playing a game. There are very specific dice and effects for different power types, so put
some notes on the character sheets and have a book handy. After the first combat, everyone pretty much
knows how their powers and dice work, so its smooth sailing from there. The regular dice mechanic is
interesting since you are looking for matching die instead of adding them together. We will need further
testing to determine if this makes it easier or harder to play while drunk. Overall, Wild Talents is a great
system. We got nothing but good feedback about the system from our players. Kimi is an avid cosplayer and
also loves to make music with her folk band, The Merry Wives of Windsor. You can check out GoldenLasso.
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6: Layflat Wild Talents | RPG | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Wild Talents is a role-playing game written by Dennis Detwiller with assistance by Greg Stolze, Shane Ivey, and
Kenneth Hite. The game was released by Arc Dream Publishing in The game was released by Arc Dream Publishing in

Arc Dream Publishing Tabletop roleplaying games and more. About What Is a Roleplaying Game? The
remaining text in this section is unchanged. Want to add to the discussion? A D U Attacks: If anyone has any
catchy title ideas for my posts, let me know. Portfolio and Pro Binder. X-Wing - Miniature Game. But there
you seem to be taâ€¦". Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Arc Dream Webstore Shop Here! We will tell you about
new Arc Dream Publishing projects and upcoming releases. Privacy Preferences I Agree. Consent
Management Privacy Policy Required. Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Want to
Read savingâ€¦. Refresh and try again. Open Preview See a Problem? Thanks for telling us about the problem.
Return to Book Page. Shane Ivey Goodreads Author. Wild Talents Essential Edition 4. Essential Edition Everything you need for superpowered action! The Essential Edition includes the complete. Essential Edition
sets out to provide super hero action, but specifically incorporates a certain level of gritty reality alongside a.
Wild Talents is a tabletop, dice-and-paper roleplaying game that emphasizes the moti Wild Talents Essential
Edition includes the complete roleplaying game rules for Wild Talents Second Edition: Wild Talents is a
tabletop, dice-and-paper roleplaying game that emphasizes the motivations of superhuman characters. The
loyalties and passions that drive them fuel their inner drive and willpower, which in turn fuels their
superpowers. Motivations that really impact the characters provide instant hooks for RPG scenarios and
conflicts. The rules for creating superpowers have all the depth you could ever want for quirky, strange
abilities customized to your own character, but also allow fast creation of simple powers if you want to dive in
and start playing. That makes fight scenes fast, hard-hitting, deadly and loaded with suspense. Wild Talents
was created by the award-winning authors of such acclaimed roleplaying games as Godlike, Delta Green,
Unknown Armies, and Trail of Cthulhu. Published first published December 8th To see what your friends
thought of this book, please sign up. To ask other readers questions about Wild Talents Essential Edition ,
please sign up. Is the Essential Edition the same thing as the 2nd Edition? Arc Dream Publishing released it in
December of This is my n00b friendly review of that system. This is not a player guide! You do not need to
know how to play the game to comprehend this review. A complete explanation of how to play can be found
on the Arc Dream website. If you are interested in the system after reading this blog post, check that outâ€¦ or
buy the damn game. This system is nice to your wallet, especially if you plan on designing your own world
and adventures. The Essentials Edition is all you need to create and play a Wild Talents game! It includes the
very basic character creation and play mechanics. Wild Talents does have a pre-designed setting and
adventures too. Information on them is not included in the Essentials Edition , so the cost goes up a bit. There
is no Kindle version. Again, this is the only book you will need to run a game. This book is hardcover and has
full color artwork inside. With some work you could use the mechanics to create any type of game, although
why reinvent the wheel when there are tons of great systems out there for other genres? The feel of a Wild
Talents game is easily customized by point limits. The books give lots of tips about designing the feel of the
game you want. Dennis Detwiller and Arc Dream Publishing! Zigzag and the Pet Swap! There seems to be
plenty to choose from for Wild Talents. This Favored Land is a sourcebook that sets up the appearance of
supers during the Civil War. There are other sourcebooks for Victorian London settings and modern games
that include sorcerers and the occult. No Rules, Just Real Life. A Daughter of Kings 3; I have not played in
any of these settings, but I love the variety. It seems like there is something for everyone.
7: Wild Talents RPG Review â€“ Superhero RPGs
Pathfinder - Wild Talents Breakdown. Last Updated: August 24th, Disclaimer. I support a limited subset of Pathfinder's
rules www.enganchecubano.com you would like help with Pathfinder player options not covered here, please email me
and I am happy to provide additional assistance.
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8: Arc Dream Publishing | Tabletop roleplaying games and more
Comes with the PDF of Wild Talents Essential Edition, the complete rules, free.. Progenitor is a massive Wild Talents
setting sourcebook from Arc Dream Publishing. Nearly pages long, it's written by Greg Stolze, creator of the One-Roll
Engine, co-author of Wild Talents, Godlike, and Unknown Armies, and author of Reign: A Game of Lords and Leaders.

9: Wild Talents (Tabletop Game) - TV Tropes
And while most of the Talents and Wild Talents are presented as not too immensely powerful, there are a few who
possess cosmic (and perhaps galactic) level powers. And for those wondering, this is a supers setting where a PC super
brain can truly change the world.
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